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Dynamical heterogeneities close to a colloidal gel
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Dynamical heterogeneities in a colloidal fluid close to gelation are studied by means of computer
simulations. A clear distinction between some fast particles and the rest, slow ones, is observed
yielding a picture of the gel composed of two populations with different mobilities. Analyzing the
statics and dynamics of both sets of particles, it is shown that the slow particles form a network of
stuck particles, whereas the fast ones are able to move over long distances. Correlation functions
show that the environment of the fast particles relaxes much faster than that of the slow ones, but
at short times the bonds between fast particles are longer lived due to the flexibility of their
structure. No stringlike motion is observed for the fast particles, but they occupy preferential sites
in the surface of the structure formed by the slow ones. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Colloidal gelation occurs in a system with short ran
attractive interactions, at high interaction strength for a w
range of density. Upon increasing the attraction, the sys
falls out of equilibrium, forming a network of particles wit
voids, which spans through the system. As observed by l
scattering, a static low angle peak becomes apparent, sig
ing the formation of a ramified structure.1,2 This process has
no analog in atomic systems and presents a challenge in
densed matter physics. It is, thus, receiving increasing at
tion over the past few years.3–15 Its application in industrial
processes and other sciences makes gelation even
intriguing.1 Also, understanding gelation at low densiti
may lead to a full description of colloidal aggregation.16–20

Colloidal gelation has been tackled recently by means
mode coupling theory~MCT!,21,22 which addresses the glas
transition both in atomic and colloidal fluids.4–7 Within
MCT, gelation reduces to a regular ergodic to nonergo
transition, similar to the glass transition taking place at h
density.23–26As predicted by MCT, the gel transition occu
for all densities; the higher the attraction strength the low
the density. Using molecular dynamics simulations, the p
dictions from MCT have been tested at high density, far fr
the percolation line, and good agreement has been fo
showing that MCT correctly describes this transition.27–30

However, at low density this description is still und
debate.15,16,31,32

Computer simulations of the glass transition at high d
sity have shown also good agreement with the predicti
from MCT.33–35 However, some differences have also be
pointed out, especially the so-called dynamic
heterogeneities.36–39 Particles with different mobilities are
detected in the glass and in the fluid close to the glass,
2810021-9606/2004/121(6)/2813/10/$22.00
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stringlike motions of particles have been reported. These
erogeneities in the system, which get more pronounced
the glass transition is approached, have been observed
experimentally.40,41 In this work, by means of compute
simulations, we study if dynamical heterogeneities are a
present in fluid states close to gelation. The system un
study is a colloid-polymer mixture, modeled by the Asaku
Oosawa interaction potential between the colloids, which
been shown previously to undergo a nonergodic transitio
high attraction strength.9,13,14,27,30

Analyzing the distribution of squared displacements,
show that dynamical heterogeneities indeed exist in the
and, in a simplified view, two sets of particles with differe
mobilities can be recognized. The fast particles have fe
neighbors than the slow ones, and are also smaller~a poly-
disperse system is simulated to prevent crystallizatio!.
Since the exchange of particles between the fast and s
populations is very slow, we describe the system as co
posed of two distinct populations of particles, with differe
mobilities. The slow particles form a percolating netwo
with the same structure as the overall system, very stabl
time, whereas the structure formed by the fast ones rela
faster. In the surface of the network formed by the slo
particles, there exist preferential sites for the fast ones, wh
are occupied when vacant. The environment of the partic
shows that fast particles are surrounded by other fast
ticles mainly, whereas slow ones bond to other slow on
The stiffness of the structure of the slow particles make
more fragile, and, at short times, bonds between short
ticles are shorter lived than those between fast ones.

In this paper we analyze solely the dynamic heteroge
ities, and refer the reader to a previous paper where the M
predictions are tested for this particular system.27,30In Sec. II
3 © 2004 American Institute of Physics
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we present the details of the system and of the simula
method. Section III deals with the results; first we present
distribution of squared displacements, where the dyna
heterogeneity is clearly inferred. Then, the static proper
of both populations are analyzed and their dynamics
studied. We then discuss the results and present the rele
conclusions of this work.

II. SIMULATION DETAILS

Molecular dynamics simulations were performed to a
lyze the dynamics of single particles in the system close
gelling. The system comprises 1000 soft core polydispe
particles, with a short range attraction given by the Asaku
Oosawa potential, modeling a mixture of colloids with no
adsorbing polymer. The core-core repulsion is given by

Vsc~r !5kBTS r

a12
D 236

, ~1!

wherea125(a11a2)/2, with a1 and a2 the radii of the in-
teracting particles. Particle sizes are distributed accordin
a flat distribution of half widthd50.1a, wherea is the mean
radius;aiP@0.9a,1.1a#. The attraction induced by the poly
mers, extended to take polydispersity into account, reads42–44

VAO~r !52kBTfpH F ~ h̄11!32
3r

4j
~h̄11!21

r 3

16j3G
1

3j

4r
~h12h2!2F ~ h̄11!2

r

2jG2J , ~2!

for 2(a121j/5)<r<2(a121j) and 0 for larger distances
Here,h i5ai /j, h̄5(h11h2)/2, andfp is the volume frac-
tion of the polymer. Note that the range of the potential
given byj, the polymer size, and its strength is proportion
to fp . For r<2(a121j/5), the potential is parabolic, con
nected analytically toVAO at r 52(a121j/5), with the mini-
mum at r 52a12. The total potential, thus, has a minimu
very close tor 52a12.

Since liquid-gas separation would prevent us from
cessing a huge area of the density-attraction strength pla
long-range barrier has been added to the interaction po
tial. This barrier has the form

Vbar~r !5kBTH S r 2r 1

r 02r 1
D 4

22S r 2r 1

r 02r 1
D 2

11J , ~3!

for r 0<r<r 1 and zero otherwise. The limits of the barri
were set tor 052(a121j), and r 154a, and its height is
only 1kBT.45 The barrier raises the energy of a dense pha
so that liquid-gas separation does not take place.

The resulting total interaction potential,Vtot5Vsc1VAO

1Vbar , which is analytical everywhere, is shown in Fig. 1.
order to show the effect of polydispersity, the extreme ca
as well as the average ones are presented. For small part
not only the core interaction is altered, but also the attrac
is weaker, whereas big particles interact with a stronger
traction. The maximal difference between interacting pairs
particles is 1.25kBT.

In our simulations, lengths are measured in units of
average radiusa and time in units ofA4a2/3v2, where the
Downloaded 13 Sep 2007 to 134.34.200.42. Redistribution subject to AIP
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thermal velocityv was set toA4/3. Equations of motion
were integrated using the velocity-Verlet algorithm, in t
canonical ensemble~constantNTV), to mimic the colloidal
dynamics, with a time step equal to 0.0025. Everynt time
steps, the velocity of the particles was rescaled to ass
constant temperature. No effect ofnt was observed for well
equilibrated samples. Equilibration of the samples was tes
by the trends of the energy of the system and other or
parameters,30 and by the independency of the correlatio
functions on the initial time. For the highest polymer fractio
studied here,fp50.42, equilibration ran for 53104 time
units, corresponding to 23107 time steps.

The range of the attraction is set to 2j50.2. The density
of colloids is reported as volume fractionfc5 4

3pa3@1
1(d/a)2#nc , with nc the colloid number density, and th
attraction strength is given by the polymer volume fracti
fp . The volume fraction is fixed in this work tofc

50.40.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Dynamical heterogeneities in a system can be dete
analyzing the distribution of the squared displacement of
particles at a fixed time. For homogeneous colloidal flu
this distribution is single peaked, the width depending on
self-diffusion coefficient of the particles and on time.46 How-
ever, this is not the case when populations of particles w
different mobilities are present.

In Fig. 2 the distribution of squared displacements47 is
plotted for systems at different states for increasing attrac
strength, from time zero to timet* defined by^dr 2(t* )&
510a2. At low polymer fraction, the distribution is very
similar to that of a system composed of noninteract
Brownian particles.48 However, as the polymer concentratio
fp is increased the distribution becomes broader and
peaks are apparent, one caused by ‘‘slow particles’’ atdr 2

'(531022)a2, of the order of the interaction range, 2j
50.2, and another one atdr 2'20a2 signaling a population

FIG. 1. Total pair interaction potentialVtot as a function of the radial dis-
tancer 5ur12r2u for three different particle pairs; a pair of particles wit
minimal radii a15a25a2d, one with average radiia15a25a and one
with maximala15a25a1d ~from left to right!.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2815J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 121, No. 6, 8 August 2004 Dynamical heterogeneities close to a colloidal gel
of ‘‘fast particles.’’ Note that the mean squared displacem
is ^dr 2&510a2 in all cases. The values oft* are given in
Table I for the states presented in Fig. 2.

The minimum in the distribution atdr 25a2 permits us
to establish an unambiguous way of distinguishing betw
‘‘fast’’ and ‘‘slow’’ particles, instead of using an arbitrary
number of fastest or slowest particles, as done in the stud
glasses.38 The number of slow and fast particles is plotted
the inset to the figure as a function of the polymer fractio
Indeed, as the attraction strengthens more slow particles
fewer fast ones are present in the system. The gel trans
was estimated to take place atfp50.4265 by the power-law
divergence of the time scale.30 It is interesting to note tha
extrapolation of this plot yields a noticeable fraction of fa
particles even in the gel.

The structure and dynamics of both types of particl
fast and slow, are analyzed in the following sections. Fi
we will study the static properties, such as the distribution
fast and slow particles, and will try to correlate the charac
with other properties of the particle. Then, we will pay atte
tion to the motion of single particles as well as its enviro
ment and the relaxation of the structures formed by the p
ticles. Finally, we will discuss the results, comparing the
with other observations and theory.

FIG. 2. Distribution of squared displacement forfp50.30 ~gray dotted
line!, fp50.40 ~gray dashed line!, fp50.41 ~gray solid line!, fp50.415
~black dotted line!, fp50.42 ~black dashed line!, and fp50.425 ~black
solid line!. In all caseŝ dr 2&510a2. The thin black line is the theoretica
distribution for a system of noninteracting Brownian particles. Inset: Nu
ber of slow particles~open circles! and fast particles~closed circles! in the
system as a function of the polymer fraction. Gelation is estimated to o
at fp50.4265.

TABLE I. Time t* , when the mean squared displacement is equal to 10a2,
and interval between consecutive correlators,Dt.

fp t* Dt

0.30 29.26 2.55
0.40 981.6 70.42
0.41 1599 120.44
0.415 2162 132.78
0.42 2871 196.18
0.425 4911 289.85
Downloaded 13 Sep 2007 to 134.34.200.42. Redistribution subject to AIP
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A. Static properties

The system atfc50.40 andfp50.42, which has a
strong distinction between fast and slow particles, is a h
erogeneous network of particles, with voids and tunnels
presented in Fig. 3~a!. The distribution of the slow particles
in the system is studied in the lower part of the figure, wh
only these particles have been shown. A percolating netw
of particles is again formed, with bigger voids than in t
complete system. However, since the structure of the sys
is so intricate, these three-dimensional presentations are
clear.

In Fig. 4 we present four slices of width 2a of the sys-
tem, where the fast and slow particles are differently color
dark gray particles are fast ones and light gray are slow o
It can be seen that the slow particles form compact structu
which are connected~in the z direction!. The fast particles,
on the other hand, are also clustered but lonely fast parti
are also observed, bonded to slow ones. The overall app
ance is that no clear segregation between fast and slow
ticles is observed.

The structure factor of the system is presented in Fig
for the same system as Figs. 3 and 4, as well as the co
butions from pairs of fast-fast, slow-slow, and fast-slow p
ticles. The partial structure factors are defined by

-

ur

FIG. 3. Image of the system forfc50.40 andfp50.42 for the whole
system~upper panel!. Only the slow particles are shown in the lower pan
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Sab5
1

N (
k51

Na

(
l 51

Nb

^exp@ iq•~r k2r l!#&, ~4!

where the first sum runs over theNa fast ~slow! particles,
and the second one over theNb fast~slow! ones, andN is the
total number of particles. The low angle peak observed in
total structure factor and in the fast-fast and slow-slow c
tributions is caused by the voids in the network of particl
In contrast, the fast-slow contribution shows a minimum
this region caused by the clustering of fast and slow p
ticles.

FIG. 4. Slices of the system atfc50.40 andf50.42 for z57.5a ~upper
left!, z52.5a ~upper right!, z522.5a ~lower left! and z527.5a ~lower
right!. Dark gray particles are fast ones@dr (t* ).a2# and light gray means
slow particles@dr (t* ),a2#.

FIG. 5. Structure factor~thick gray line!, and partial structure factors fo
fast-fast particles~thick black line!, slow-slow particles~dashed black line!,
and fast-slow ones~thin black line!, for fc50.40 andfp50.42. Inset:
Structure factors rescaled toSab(q→`)→1.
Downloaded 13 Sep 2007 to 134.34.200.42. Redistribution subject to AIP
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In the inset to this figure, the fast-fast and slow-slo
contributions are rescaled by a factorN/Nf and N/Ns , the
inverse fraction of fast and slow particles, respective
Whereas the slow-slow contribution reproduces the nei
bors’ peaks of the totalS(q), the contribution from fast par-
ticles shows less pronounced maxima, indicating that th
are fewer bonds between fast particles than average.

Looking at the images in Fig. 4, the origin of these tw
populations can be related to the position of every partic
The particles in the borders of the network are likely to bre
their bonds and diffuse to longer distances, while those p
ticles inside the network are surrounded by many partic
and cannot escape. However, it must also be considered
we have a polydisperse system, where small particles
only can go through smaller holes but also form wea
bonds~see Fig. 1!. Both possibilities can be tested by corr
lating the displacement of every particle with its number
neighbors, and with its size.

Figure 6 presents the mean number of neighbors of
ery particle averaged during the simulation up to timet*
~upper panel! and its radius~lower panel! as a function of the
squared displacement. Fast particles are mainly smaller
have fewer neighbors than the slow ones, as expected. H
ever, it is also noticeable that there are also many small
ticles which are slow, indicating that discrimination by si
has not completely occurred. On the other hand, many s
particles have as few bonds as the fast ones, showing
they are in the surface of the network but not breaking th
and moving away. The mean number of neighbors of fast
slow particles are presented in Table II, where the distinct
between fast and slow neighbors are made. It can be
served that fast particles have fewer neighbors than s
ones, and that the neighbors of slow particles are ma

FIG. 6. Mean number of neighbors for every particle throughout the sim
lation ~upper panel! and particle radius as a function of its squared displa
ment ~lower panel! for fc50.40 andfp50.42.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2817J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 121, No. 6, 8 August 2004 Dynamical heterogeneities close to a colloidal gel
slow ones, whereas fast particles are surrounded by more
than slow particles.

Because there is no intrinsic difference between fast
slow particles, and the existence of potential fast partic
which are slow~with only a few neighbors!, it is possible
that an exchange of particles between these two populat
can be taking place. For this purpose, we have measure
correlators, each one started when the mean squared
placement of the previous one is equal toa, the mean radius
In every correlator the number of fast and slow particles
be determined by studying the distribution of squared d
placements at timet* , as shown in Fig. 2. In order to stud
the exchange between fast and slow particles, we have m
sured the fraction of fast particles which were fast in the fi
correlator. The results are presented in Fig. 7 as a functio
the correlator, for different polymer fractions. To make eas
interpretation of the figure the time corresponding to the fi
correlator is also given for the casefp50.42, and the
delay time between consecutive correlatorsDt is provided in
Table I.

Although the fraction of fast particles in every correlat
that were fast in the first one decreases with time, the num
of fast particles is constant throughout the simulation,
shown in the inset forfp50.42. This implies that indeed
there is an exchange between both populations. Howe
after 50 correlators, only 30% of the fast particles ha
formed enough bonds to become slow, which for thefp

50.42 case amounts to about 100 particles. From the p

TABLE II. Total number of neighbors of fast and slow particles, and nu
ber of fast and slow neighbors.

Total Fast Slow

Fast 6.07 3.74 2.33
Slow 8.37 1.06 7.31

FIG. 7. Fraction of fast particles in every correlator that were fast in the
correlator forfc50.40 andfp50.40 ~thick black line!, fp50.41 ~thick
black dashed line!, fp50.415 ~gray line!, fp50.42 ~thin solid line!, and
fp50.425 ~thin dashed line! as a function of correlator~and time forfp

50.42). Inset: Number of particles in every correlator forfc50.40 and
fp50.42.
Downloaded 13 Sep 2007 to 134.34.200.42. Redistribution subject to AIP
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of view of the ca. 700 slow particles 100 of them have be
able to break their bonds and diffuse away.

From one correlator to the next, only about 15 partic
change their character, while the mean squared displacem
is equal to the mean particle radius. It should be noted, h
ever, that the time between correlatorsDt is much lower than
t* , the ratio between both times being approximately eq
to 15 in all states. Thus, Fig. 7 shows that the excha
between fast and slow particles in timet* is below 20% of
the amount of fast particles~about 60 particles forfp

50.42).
Since this exchange between fast and slow particles i

slow within every correlator, both species can be conside
as being distinguishable and stable. Thus, we will anal
different dynamical properties of both populations as a fu
tion of time. In this analysis, the distinction between fast a
slow particles is made at timet* . Thus, from timet50 to
t* , for every correlator, slow particles are always slow,
though at longer times some of them may become fast.

B. Dynamics

The mean squared displacement of the fast and s
particles is presented in Fig. 8 for the state atfp50.42, as
well as the average over the whole system. Fast particles
faster than slow ones at all times, even at extremely sh
times, when the displacement is still within the interacti
range. The curve for slow particles shows that their motion
hindered at distances of about 1022a, and that a subdiffusive
motion takes over at long times. In the figure we have a
included the mean squared displacement of the 15% slow
particles, which is very similar to the curve of the slow pa
ticles, showing that the distribution of squared displaceme
of the slow particles is very narrow.

To gain more information on the motion of particles, w
have analyzed the self-part of the Van Hove function defin
as

Gs
a~r ,t !5

1

Na
K (

i 51

Na

d„r 2ur i~ t !2r i~0!u…L , ~5!

-

t

FIG. 8. Mean squared displacement of the system~solid black line!, con-
sidering only the fast particles~dashed black line!, slow particles~solid gray
line!, and the 15% slowest particles~dashed gray line!.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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where, again,Na is the number of particles of typea in the
system. This function provides information about the mot
of single particles, and its deviation from Gaussian behav
is quantified by the non-Gaussian parameter,a2 .49 The self-
part of the Van Hove function for the system atfc50.40 and
fp50.42 is presented in Fig. 9~upper panel! for exponen-
tially increasing times.

The Van Hove function for the system shows the typi
behavior of close-to-glass systems; at short and intermed
times, the Van Hove function has a maximum at the e
mated localization length, of the order of the cage size, or
interaction range in our case. At long times, the partic
break free of their cages~network of bonds! and diffuse to
longer distances. However, when plotted in logarithm
scale, see the inset to upper panel, it can be observed t
non-negligible tail appears at long distances. This featur
caused by particles moving at long distances even at s
times, i.e., the fast particles. Thus, the Van Hove function
been calculated considering fast particles only~intermediate
panel! and slow particles only~lower panel!. It is worth re-
membering that the distinction between fast and slow p
ticles was made when the mean squared displacement

FIG. 9. Self-part of the Van Hove function forfc50.40 andfp50.42
~upper panel! for exponentially increasing times,tn50.25322(n21), for the
fast particles only~intermediate panel! and slow particles only~lower
panel!. Insets: The same as in the main graph in logarithmic scale.
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equal to 10a2, which for this state corresponds tot*
52871.

Indeed, the fast particles are responsible for the tai
long distances, but also fewer fast particles are trapped in
network of bonds~see the height of the peak! and those
which are imprisoned escape earlier than average. On
other hand, there are more slow particles confined, and
much longer times, and their Van Hove function does n
present the long distance tail. It is interesting to observe
at long times, there are just a few fast particles still close
their original positions and the Van Hove function is prac
cally flat ~note the dashed line in the second panel close
the x axis!, whereas most of the slow particles are still a
distance of the order of the interaction range. The latest t
presented,t54096, is after the distinction between fast a
slow particles has been made, and therefore, some exch
between the fast and slow populations may have taken pl
This is the origin of the tail at long distances observed in
function for the slow particles at this time.

Since the driving process for the gel transition is bo
formation, we study now the differences between fast a
slow particles from the point of view of their bonds and
their environment. The bond correlation functionFB(t) is
defined as the fraction of bonds that has uninterruptedly
isted from timet50. This function is presented in Fig. 10 fo
different states approaching the gel transition~inset to the
figure!. As the polymer fraction increases, the bonds betw
particles are more stable, not only because of the increa
attraction strength, linear withfp , but also due to the highe
number of neighbors, forming an intricate network. This c
lective character becomes apparent also since this func
departs from the simple exponential more and more.

In the main body of Fig. 10 the bond correlation functio
for fp50.42 is analyzed in more detail, presenting the co
tributions from bonds between two fast particles, two slo
ones, and bonds between fast and slow particles. The

FIG. 10. Bond correlation function forfc50.40 andfp50.42 for the
whole system~solid black line!, for bonds between fast particles~dashed
black line!, bonds between slow particles~solid gray line!, and bonds be-
tween fast and slow particles~dashed gray line!. Inset: Bond correlation
function for the systems atfc50.40 and fp50.30, 0.40, 0.41,
0.415, 0.42, 0.425~from left to right!.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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fast bonds break faster at intermediate and long times, sh
ing that these particles move as single particles, and no
clusters of fast particles. In contrast, the most stable bo
are those formed between two slow particles, since t
hardly move. However, this trend is inverted at short tim
there, the bonds between slow particles are the easie
break, while those between fast ones are more stable.
feature can be rationalized considering that slow partic
live in a rigid environment, where the motion of a sing
particle, even if small, can break bonds, as the others are
able to reaccommodate to keep their bonds alive. For
particles, the loose environment allows some fluctuation,
their bonds are more stable at these short times.

Although the bonds between slow particles are the m
fragile at short times, the environment of these particles d
not change, i.e., their likely neighbors are the same for v
long periods of time. This fact can be recognized by study
the fraction of neighbors of the particle that were neighb
at t50. This environment correlation function,Fe(t) is plot-
ted in Fig. 11 for different states~inset to the figure! and in
more detail for thefp50.42 case. Because this functio
measures the relaxation of the environment of every parti
instead of the lifetime of the bonds, it decays much slow
thanFB , as observed in comparing Figs. 10 and 11.

As expected, the environment correlation function d
cays slower as the attraction strengthens, and in the slo
case,fp50.425, it has decayed to aboutFe50.5 only, al-
though the mean squared displacement was^dr 2&'20a2.
The contribution to the global behavior from fast neighbo
of fast particles decays much faster than average, as th
slow-fast pairs~or vice versa!. In contrast, the neighborhoo
of the slow particles formed by other slow particles is har
altered, keeping more than 95% of their neighbors in av
age. It is important to note that although the bonds betw
slow particles can break, their neighbors do not change.
system, thus, is constantly rearranging, breaking, and fo
ing new bonds, but the overall structure is quite stable.

The behavior of the correlation functionsFB(t) and
Fe(t) for the bonds and environment of the fast partic

FIG. 11. Environment correlation function forfc50.40 andfp50.42. The
lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 10. Inset: Environment correl
function for the states as in Fig. 10.
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indicates that these particles break their bonds with th
neighbors and change them, showing that their fast mo
does not take place inside fast clusters. Nevertheless, s
the process of breaking single bonds is much faster t
neighborhood relaxation, the restructuration of bonds allu
to above also takes place for these particles. In order to
derstand in more detail the behavior of these particles,
have analyzed the distinct part of the Van Hove correlat
function, defined as

Gd
ab~r ,t !5

N

NaNb
K (

i 51

Na

(
j 51

Nb

d„r 2ur i~ t !2r j~0!u…L , ~6!

whereN,Na , andNb have the same meaning as above. F
a5b, the fraction in front of the summation read
N/Na(Na21), and the casei 5 j is omitted in the summa-
tion. For long times, this function tends to one,G(t→`)
→1, as the structure of the system att50 relaxes.

In Fig. 12 we present this function for the same times
Fig. 9 for the whole system as well as the contributions fro
the different combinations. As expected from the discuss
above, the function for the whole system does not reach
limit at long times, since the structure does not relax in
time of the simulation. It is also interesting to note that t
function shows a peak at the origin, whose height grows w
time. This peak is caused by particles occupying exactly
same place where other particles were at previous times
glasses, this feature is recognized as a signature of hop
or stringlike motions.38

The origin of the peak atr 50 can be understood study
ing the contributions from the different pairs of particles. T
peak appears only in the fast-fast contributions, though i
present at times longer thant* in the other contributions. It
can be rationalized as fast particles occupying the pl
where other fast particles lay, but stringlike motions are
observed~by direct visual observation of the simulation!.
The mean number of neighbors of these particles while
cupying the former place of another fast particles is 6.
with 3.07 fast neighbors and 3.48 slow ones. The ratio
slow-fast neighbors of these particles is much larger than
average over all of the fast particles~see Table I!, showing
that they are much closer to~in contact with! the structure
formed by the slow particles. We thus see preferential site
the boundary of this network, where fast particles can atta
However, at long times, the function shows the expec
limit, G(t→`)→1, except for the peak at the origin, show
ing that the structure formed by the fast particles has dis
peared.

The distinct part of the Van Hove function from slow
slow pairs of particles shows little evolution with time, a
expected, since the structure formed by these particle
quite rigid and stable. Fort54096, t.t* , a low peak at the
origin appears, indicating that hopping can be detected e
for the slow particles for long times. The slow particles th
change to fast ones, or vice versa, cause the peak atr 50 in
the contribution from the fast-slow pairs. The neighbor pe
is in this case lower than in the other contributions, sin
there are few contacts between fast and slow particles.

Finally, we will analyze the relaxation of the structure
formed by the fast and slow particles. Figures 10–12 h

on
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FIG. 12. Distinct part of the Van Hove
function for fc50.40 andfp50.42
~upper-left panel! for exponentially in-
creasing times,tn50.25322(n21), for
the slow-slow particles only~upper-
right panel!, fast-fast particles~lower-
left panel!, and slow-fast pairs~lower-
right panel!.
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already provided information about this feature, thou
studying it locally. The relaxation of a structure is bett
observed by the~coherent! density-density correlation func
tion

Fab~q,t !5
1

N K (
i 51

Na

(
j 51

Nb

exp$ iq•@r i~ t !2r j~0!#%L , ~7!

where the brackets indicate ensemble averaging, andq is the
wave vector, giving the typical size of the structure. The s
or incoherent part of this functionFs

a(t) is calculated taking
i 5 j . Both the coherent and incoherent correlation functio
are plotted in Fig. 13 for the system atfc50.40 andfp

50.42 at the wavevectors of the first peak in the struct
factor, qa51 ~upper panel! and at the neighbors peak,qa
53.9 ~lower panel!. The former value has been taken
representative of the macrostructure of the colloidal g
whereas the latter gives again information about the lo
environment of the particles.

The structure formed by the slow particles inde
changes very little in the time of the simulation, as observ
in their contribution to the coherent part of the intermedi
scattering function atqa51, which decays less than 5% o
its initial value. In contrast, the contribution from fast pa
ticles decays much faster, as expected from the results ab
It is interesting to compare the coherent and the incohe
parts of the function. At this wave vector, the self-parts de
a decade faster than the coherent parts. For the higher w
vector,qa53.9, the correlation functions decay faster th
at the previousq, implying that the structures at the corr
sponding length relax faster than the overall colloidal str
ture. Again, the contributions from slow and fast partic
show the expected behavior, although the relaxations
faster in this case.
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C. Discussion

The results presented in the previous sections lead
dynamically heterogeneous picture of a colloidal gel. In
simple description, it can be considered as composed of
distinct populations of particles: fast and slow. Althoug
there is no intrinsic difference between both particles,
interchange between them has a very low rate. The s
particles form a rigid network of particles, very stable wi

FIG. 13. Coherent~thick lines! and incoherent~thin lines! density correla-
tion function for fc50.40 andfp50.42, atqa51 ~upper panel! and qa
53.9 ~lower panel!. Contribution from the slow particles~dashed lines! and
from the fast ones~dotted lines! are presented.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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time; the others, quite movable, move using sites where o
fast particles lay, since the structure formed by these parti
relaxes ten times slower than the mean time for particle
laxation. As the attraction strengthens, i.e., the gel transi
is approached, the distinction between fast and slow parti
becomes more pronounced, and the fraction of fast parti
decreases, as observed at fixed mean squared displace

These results were tested by analyzing the evolution
the squared displacement distribution up to longer times (4

time units!. Only a few correlators were considered. For t
system atfp50.42, the peak of fast particles moves co
tinuously to longer distances reaching the maximum dista
in the simulation~one-half of the box edge;120a2). The
peak of the slow particles slowly moves to higher distanc
but stays of the order of 1021a2. This distinction up to long
times indicates that the structure of the slow particles d
not relax in the simulation time window, as observed in t
intermediate scattering function, Fig. 13.

This fact may raise the point of how well equilibrate
our systems are. The slowest system,fp50.42, was equili-
brated for 53104 time units, which is more than ten timest*
for this state. The correlation functions measured at differ
times, the ratio of fast/slow particles, as well as other qu
tities, did not show any dependency on the initial time~be-
tween 53104 and 63104). Apparently, this state is, thus
well equilibrated. For lower polymer fractions,fp<0.41,
the whole system relaxes within the simulation time windo
We cannot ascertain, but expect that the coherent and i
herent correlation functions of Fig. 13 decay via the e
change of fast and slow particles shown in Fig. 7. If so, th
correlation functions should decay eventually to zero, so
the systems we have studied remain on the liquid rather
the gel side of the nonergodicity transition, as assumed in
analysis we have made in this paper, and previously.30 How-
ever, since the contributions from slow particles to the c
relation functions decay only a little within the observab
time window, we cannot rule out a scenario where the c
relation functions decay not to zero, but to a finite value
time scales beyond those studied here. Such a plateau c
arise in the presence of a persistent structural compo
comprising a subset of the slow particles. There is no wa
rule out such a scenario other than by extending the sim
tion runs by at least one further decade in time, which
beyond the scope of this paper.

It is interesting to note, nevertheless, that the ove
behavior of the system is correctly described by MCT.30 The
localization length obtained in the simulations and in t
theory are in agreement, showing that bond formation is
leading process in colloidal gelation. The behavior of t
self-part of the density correlation functions obey the res
obtained in MCT, both in time scaling, and the specific fo
of the decay. The behaviors of the time scale of the corr
tion function as a function of the attraction strength and
the wave vector, also fit in the predictions from MCT. How
ever, MCT gives information through correlatio
functions,21,22,46and thus cannot give insights into the origi
of the dynamical heterogeneities presented here.

The fast particles fluidize the system, and allow for
structuring of parts of the system, causing a decay in
Downloaded 13 Sep 2007 to 134.34.200.42. Redistribution subject to AIP
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correlation function, which can be described using MCT.
the gel transition is approached, there are more and m
slow particles, forming the rigid network, but from our ob
servations, we cannot say what are the limits of the fracti
of fast or slow particles at gelation. Whereas MCT is able
describe the behavior of the system close to the gel tra
tion, though only for averaged quantities, it is expected t
the dynamical heterogeneities described here will beco
important closer to the transition, and deviations from t
MCT behavior should be expected.

The strong dynamical heterogeneities presented here
pear to be caused by the structural heterogeneities in
system. Because the latter are absent in the glass trans
driven by steric hindrance, we do not expect such big effe
in this transition. The stringlike motions reported in, e.
Lennard-Jones systems, which also fluidize the system,
caused also by structural heterogeneities, although of the
of a single particle. Thus, their effects in the behavior of t
system is not as dramatic as in the gel case. Presumably
effects of the two populations will be more important f
gelation at lower packing fractions, where the structural h
erogeneities are also more important.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied in this paper the dynamics of a colloi
gel, showing that its microscopic behavior is far from hom
geneous. Some particles are faster than others, and two p
lations can be discerned, according to their squared displ
ment at long times. Fast particles have fewer neighbors t
slow ones, and thus, can escape their bonds easily. Bec
there is no structural difference between them, some
particles become slow, when trapped by others, and s
slow ones finally break free, and become fast. However,
exchange rate between fast and slow particles is very
and allows analyzing the system as composed of two dif
ent populations. Indeed, this oversimplified two populati
picture gives an adequate description of the main feature
the system.

The motion of the fast particles does not occur in clu
ters or arms rearranging, but they move singly, as obser
in the bond correlation function. Their bonds are the weak
at intermediate and long times, and the structures formed
the fast particles relax faster than average. In contrast, in
network formed by the slow particles the bonds betwe
slow particles are very fragile at short particles due to
stiffness of the network. The intermediate scattering funct
at the wave vector related to the structure of the gel sho
that this structure is very stable with time, while the structu
formed by the fast particles relaxes much quickly.

These observations on the microscopic dynamics of
gel cannot be accounted for in MCT in its present for
although the average behavior is correctly described by
theory. Close to the gel transition, we expect the effe
caused by the distinct populations would dominate the
havior of the system and the MCT picture would bre
down.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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